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Abstract

This paper presents a model of dialogue initiative
within a collaborative discourse. The importance of
varying initiative between participants is validated
both in theory and in experiments. For example, it
was found that one initiative setting algorithm was
up to 50% better than if initiative is random. Fur-
thermore, a method for varying levels of initiative
between participants is presented which relies on a
relatively simple user model.

1 Motivation

Two recently implemented voice dialogue systems utilize
the principle that discourse is a by-product of coopera-
tive problem-solving [Smith et al., 1992; Young et al.,
1989]. The computer participant in both of these sys-
tems proceeds by attempting to prove or solve some goal,
and when the system is blocked, it has the option of us-
ing dialogue to obtain the necessary information in order
to continue its proof. This dialogue mechanism has been
described as the missing axiom theory of discourse
[Smith, 1992]. However, efficient collaboration requires
efficient management of dialogue control. Each of the
cooperative problem-solvers must take control or release
it at appropriate times to maximize the joint efficiency
of their collaborative problem-solving. This paper will
explore various mechanisms by which a problem-solver
may set and possible reset its initiative levels during col-
laborative problem-solving between two participants.

2 The Collaborative Model

The model developed assumes two beings are working
collaboratively to solve a problem each using its own
private knowledge and user model of the other partic-
ipant as illustrated in Figure 1. A set of facts about
the problem is distributed in some manner between the
participants, and the discourse involves the interactions
needed to prove the subgoals required to solve the global
problem. The process involves each participant attempt-
ing to solve the problem alone and making occasional re-
quests of the other when particular subgoals fail. When
a participant receives a request from the other, it has the

option of trying to solve the requested goal and passing
it back, or ignoring the request and pursuing its own
goal.
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Figure 1: A Model of Collaboration

The process by which a request is issued is illustrated
in Figure 2. Here the problem-solver attempts to prove
goal G, by solving goal R. Goal R decomposes into solv-
ing both goals P and Q. The problem-solver has solved
goal P but does not have the necessary axioms to solve
goal Q. Thus the problem-solver checks to see whether
the other participant may have the ability to solve that
goal. If so, the problem-solver will request the solution
of that goal.

In our collaborative model both participants are carry-
ing out problem-solving in the manner described above.
However, since each participant may have a different set
of knowledge and abilities, they may come up with differ-
ent paths toward the solution of a goal. This divergence
in path selection can result in conflicts. For example, if
a problem-solver, C, has a task decomposition structure
described in Figure 2 and the following fragment of dis-
course occurs:

C: Is Q true?
U: Is B true?

then the problem-solver must decide whether to aban-
don its path in order to help U. Efficient dialogue re-
quires that the initiative vary between participants de-
pending on which .participant is most capable of solving
the current goal [Kitano and Van Ess-Dykema, 1991;
Novick, 1988; Walker and Whittaker, 1990; Whittaker
and Stenton, 1988; Smith, 1991; Biermann et al., 1993].
Furthermore, it is desirable that the collaborative model
allow varied levels of initiative to enable behaviors that
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C: Is the Q true?

U: Yes.

Figure 2: Request generation

extend beyond master-slave relationships between par-
ticipants [Grosz and Sidner, 1990].

3 Varying of Initiative

Initiative settings for a goal can change in two ways: ei-
ther 1) through a direct request as a result of the missing
axiom theory (see above) or 2) by evaluating which par-
ticipant is better capable of directing the solution of a
goal by an examination of the user models of the two
participants.

In the dialogue presented in Figure 3 levels of initia-
tive vary both through direct requests and through reex-
amination of initial settings. This sample dialogue was
generated by having two computer problem-solvers com-
municate with each other in an attempt to solve a murder
mystery. Each problem-solver had its own unique sub-
set of the total world knowledge. Note that the tokens
"spoken" between the two participants are PROLOG-like
predicates and these predicates have been "anglicized"
by the system using a simple generator for easier read-
ing. Notice that Participant B allows Participant A to
control which path will be explored first in determining
who murdered Lord Dunsmore (Utterances 1-3) but later
decides to become more assertive in selecting which path
to explore (which precipitates Utterance 14). This pa-
per will explore how the participants may cooperatively
set and reset their initiative levels to maximize efficient
problem-solving.

3.1 Direct Request

When a participant requests that the other participant
solve a goal, this explicitly sets the initiative for that
goal such that the requester is to be passive while the
requestee be directive.

3.2 User Model Evaluation
A more subtle setting in initiative settings can occur if
the problem-solver evaluates which of the two partici-
pants is better suited to lead the solution of a particular
goal. To accomplish this evaluation, the problem-solver
must have a model of the other participant’s knowledge.
Below, a simple framework for a user model will be de-
veloped that will allow for a problem-solver to assign
initiative based on which participant is more likely to
reach the correct path first. However, before this model
~:an be developed, an abstract model of best-first search
through the problem-solving space will be developed.

A Model of Best-First Search
In many problem-solving spaces, there are a large num-
ber of paths that can be taken in an attempt to prove a
goal. For instance, in chess there are often dozens of dif-
ferent possible moves at any point. If a car doesn’t start,
there may be many different problems which would cause
such a behavior. Human problem-solving rarely precedes
in depth-first fashion. Rather, each possible path toward
the solution of a goal is evaluated by some criteria to
determine which path is more likely to lead to a solu-
tion. In this evaluation, certain important factors are
examined to weight various paths. In chess, such fac-
tors might include number of men, control of the middle
squares, whether the king is castled, etc. In determining
why a car doesn’t start, important factors might include
the temperature, the level of gasoline, whether the lights
were left on, etc. In circuit repair, the known rate of
failure among its components may help guide the repair
process.

Our model of best-first search assumes a set of n
factors, fl,--., fn, which are used to guide the search
through the problem solving space. Associated with each
factor is a weight, wi which represents the percentage of
times the correct path has that factor. Thus we could
say that wl percentage of the time the correct path has
factor fl ¯ A further simplification can be made by as-
suming that Vi, wi = 1. This stipulation requires that
each factor is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition
of being the correct path. For instance, suppose the task
is to find someone to teach an advanced graduate course
in graphics. Three necessary factors might be that the
person be a phd, have a specialty in graphics, and not
be on sabbatical. These factors may not be sufficient,
however, as there may be a very complicated procedure
to determine whether the person in question has time
conflicts with scheduling this class.

If all factors are necessary for the path which leads to
the solution of a particular goal, all of the possible paths
are naturally partitioned by the number of factors that
are known for each. There will be some paths which all
n factors are known, some with n- 1 factors, and so on.
Thus the partition for a group of paths may look like

[[p<.), .....p<.),. ], [p<.-1), .... ,p~.-l)k~._,~] ..... [po),,...,p<l),,]]
(1)

where kl is the number of paths with exactly i fac-
tors. Note that the correct path must be in the group
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1. ]3:
2. A:

3. B:
4. A:
5. B:
6. A:
7. B:
8. A:
9. B:
,0. A:
.1. B:
2. A:
3. A:

Is it the case that Professor is the murderer of Dunsmore?

Is it the case that Mason is the murderer of Dunsmore?a

Is it the case that Mason had a motive to murder Dunsmore?~

Is it the case that Mason directly had a motive to murder Dunsmore?c

I am unable to determine whether Mason directly had a motive to murder Dunsmore.
Mason is a suitor of whom?
I am unable to determine Mason is a suitor of whom.
Is it the case that Dunsmore dismissed Mason?
I am unable to determine whether Dunsmore dismissed Mason.
I am unable to determine whether Mason had a motive to murder Dunsmore.
I am unable to determine whether Mason is the murderer of Dunsmore.
I am unable to determine whether Mason is the murderer of Dunsmorefl
Is it the case that Secrest is the murderer of Dunsmore?e

4. B: I have proven that Professor had a motive to murder Dunsmore and that Professor
has a criminal disposition./g

15. A: Is it the case that Professor had access to the poison?h

16. B: Is it the case that Secrest had direct access to the poison?/

17. A: Secrest had direct access to the poison.
18. B: Professor had access to the poison.
19. A: Professor is the murderer of DunsmoreJ

°A is trying to be directive.
bB passively accepts A’s path.
CNote that in this particular domain, someone could directly have a motive to murder someone

(for instance, if he or she were fired by that person) or potentially have an indirect motive (if his/her
spouse were fired).

dHere, A issues a summarizing statement. Note that this statement’s presence is not the result
of answering the other’s query -- hence it is not a direct result of the Missing Axiom Theory.

~A is still being directive.
/B has changed its mode setting to become more directive. Because A is still directive, B must

try to negotiate to pursue its path and offers some facts to support its case.
gThe English text generation of this compound sentence was assisted by hand.
hThe facts were enough to convince A to pursue B’s path.
~This query comes from the knowledge that Professor is a friend of Secrest and a friend could

get the poison for a friend.
iNow A has enough information to solve the crime.

Figure 3: An Annotated Example Dialogue



[P(n),,..., P(n)k,].
Each participant will have its own partition of paths

based on the knowledge available to that participant.
Each participant will know all n factors of the correct
path with some probability or it will know n - 1 factors
of the correct path with some probability and so on.
These partitions will guide the best-first search as paths
in a higher partition are preferred to paths in a lower
partition. If these probabilities can be determined the
average place in each participant’s list can be determined
and a rational decision can be made on initiative settings.

3.3 Mode Selection Schemes
During a collaborative problem-solving session, the two
participants may be jointly trying to solve some goal, G,
as illustrated in Figure 4. Each participant has its lists of
possible paths ordered (from left to right) by how many
factors it knows for each path. The two participants do
not know where the correct path is in either list; however,
they would like the participant with the correct path
ordered highest in its list to be in control. In the absence
of a direct request, a decision must be made by each
participant as to who will have initiative over a goal if
there is a conflict.

This paper will contrast the following four schemes:

Random Selection In random mode selection, one of
the participants is chosen at random to be "in control"
of solving a particular goal. Our model assumes that
50% of the time Participant 1 has control and 50% of
the time Participant 2 has control. The randomly se-
lected controller will then begin to initiate the solution
of the goal using its ordered lists of possible paths as
a guide. It is possible that the chosen participant will
not have the correct path in its list. In which case, af-
ter exhausting its list, the controlling participant will
pass the initiative to the other participant.

Single Selection In single mode selection, at the onset
of solving a new goal the participants decide which
one is more likely to have the correct goal higher in
their sorted list of possible paths. How this calcula-
tion might be made will be discussed in Sections 3.5
and 4. The chosen participant will then have control
and begin to search using its ordered list of paths.

Continuous Selection In continuous mode selection,
not only is a decision made as to who is better suited
to solving the goal at the onset, but if the control-
ling participant selects a path to explore that fails to
prove the goal, a decision is made again as to who
is better suited to control the solution of the current
goal. This new decision will reflect the fact that the
current controlling participant failed to select the cor-
rect path. Again, how this decision might be made
will be explored in Sections 3.5 and 4.

Best (Oracle) Selection In best mode selection, 
oracle looks at the each participant’s ordered list of
possible paths and grants initiative to the participant
which has the correct goal higher in its list.

A Simulation of These Selection Schemes
A simulation comparing these schemes can be carried
out in the following way: A knowledge base for an arbi-
trary goal, G, is created which has an arbitrary number
of paths, path1, paths, ..., pathm, which could possibly
lead to the solution of G. Each path is assigned from
1 to a different factors or properties. The correct path
must have all a factors (the factors are necessary condi-
tions of the correct path). Now knowledge is distributed
between two problem-solvers in some way. Each partici-
pant builds their priority lists of paths with paths which
they know all a factors for rated highest, a - 1 next, and
so on.

The effectiveness of each scheme can be simulated
straightforwardly by examining how many paths are
searched:

1. Random selection is simulated by randomly selecting
a participant. If the correct path is in the ith position,
the number of paths searched is i. If the correct path
is not in that participant’s list, the number of paths
searched is the length of the selected participant’s list
+ the position of the correct path in the other partici-
pant’s list - the paths preceding the correct path in the
second participant’s list which were already explored
by the selected participant.

2. Single selection is simulated similarly to random se-
lection except the controlling participant is chosen not
at random but by deciding which participant is more
knowledgeable about the goal (See Sections 3.5 and 4).

3. Continuous selection is simulated by first choosing a
participant to be in control (similar to single selec-
tion). If this participant’s first element is the correct
path, the process stops and 1 is returned. If, however,
the first element is not correct, a selection is made
again as to who should be in control. Now who ever
gains control looks at the highest ranking path in its
list which has not been looked at. This process con-
tinues until the correct path is found with the number
of paths looked at returned.

4. Best selection is done by examining the two lists and
determining which list has the correct path higher
ranked. The position of the correct path in this list is
returned.

Results of the Simulation
The results of this simulation are very encouraging (Fig-
ure 5). The simulation was conducted with 3 factors
for an arbitrary goal with 4 paths having all 3 factors,
14 paths having 2 out of 3 factors, and 10 paths hav-
ing 1 out of 3 factors (28 possible paths). Associated
with each participant i there is a knowledge factor, Pi
which indicates the level of knowledge that participant
has. Knowledge was distributed so that the union of
Participant 1 and Participant 2’s knowledge equaled the
total knowledge. This distribution insures that at least
one of the participants will have the correct path some-
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Figure 4: The problem-solving space for two participants for goal G.

where in its list of possible paths.1 A data point was
obtained by randomly distributing the knowledge using
the knowledge factors P1 and P2 100 times and then av-
eraging.

The graphs presented in Figure 5 indicate that there
can be significant benefits of Single and Continuous
mode selection over Random selection. Furthermore,
Continuous selection is more efficient than Single se-
lection when the two participants have about the same
amount of knowledge.

3.4 Advantage of Continuous Mode
Changing

Each path that is explored may require extended compu-
tation and result in many time-consuming subdialogues.
Therefore, each path that is pruned away results in sig-
nificant savings in efficiency. The graph presented in
Figure 6 represents the reduction in the number of paths
searched when continuous mode changing is in effect as
opposed to random initiative selection:

Reduce( Px P2) = Random(P1,1>2) - Continuous( Px, P2)
Random(P1, P2)

(2)
Note that this reduction in work is for one goal. Thus

for a large problem-solving tree the total reduction using
continuous mode changing is exponential: If the average
number of paths searched at each node of a problem solv-
ing tree of average depth n using Random mode selection
is b, the number of nodes visited is bn. If the average per-
¢entage reduction in paths searched for a node is c~, then
the percentage reduction in nodes visited is

WorkRedudion - ((1-~)~)" _ (1-c~) n (3)bR --

Figure 6 suggests that the average reduction in branch-
ing will be in the range (0.2-0.3) for many distributions

aThis normalization of the knowledge factors is com-
puted as follows: The probability that Participant 1
knows a fact, f is Prob(Participantl, knows(f)) = 
(x-P~)(x-P2)e~ Similarly Prob(Participant2, knows(f)) 

P~ +P~ .
/)2 4" (I-PI)(1-P2)P’J where /)1 and P2 are the knowledgeP~ +P2
factors for Participant 1 and Participant 2 respectively.

of knowledge. Thus, if the average reduction per goal
using Continuous mode selection for a problem-solving
space is 0.25 for a tree of depth 3, the amount of work
will be 42% of the original work; for depth 5, 25% of the
original; for depth 8, only 10%, and so on. If originally
the average branching factor was 6 and the depth was
8, the number of nodes visited is 6s or 1,679,616. If the
average reduction in paths searched at each node is 0.25,
the number of nodes visited will be (0.75 * 6)s or 168152
nodes!

4 A Simplified User Model

One of the requirements necessary for use of the missing
axiom theory is a user model which specifies what goals
the other participant may be capable of accomplishing.
For instance, the computer may need to know the be-
havior of an LED but is not capable of observing this
phenomenon. By checking in the user model the com-
puter can ascertain whether or not the user has access
to this capability. Or a problem-solver may be trying to
find a professor with tenure but all the professors that
it knows about do not have tenure. Information in the
user model will tell whether the other participant knows
any professors (but it may not have any information as
to which professors the other participant knows).

However, to make decisions on which participant is
better suited to solving a particular goal, not only does
one need to know whether a participant is capable of
solving the goal but also to what degree. Returning
to the above model of best-first search, we can begin to
formulate a method of specifying the degree of capa-
bility.

Suppose two collaborators are trying to solve a goal
whose path to solution has a factors, fl,..., f,. Let Mi
be all the paths with factor fi. Participant 1 will have a
set of paths, 7], which contains all paths with factor fi
which Participant 1 knows about. Let k(/. ..... /~k) denote
the set of all paths with factors fil,..., fik.

In order to make an ideal mode selection choice2, a

SAn algebraic formulation of this ideal mode selection pro-
cess is available from the author. It is based on computing
the total expected number of paths searched if a particular
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Figure 5: Efficiency of Search for Four Initiative Strategies for Varying Knowledge Factors of Participant 1 (P1) and
Participant 2 (P2). Notice that Single selection is consistently better than Random selection and Continuous selection
is better than Single selection for all ranges except where one or both participants have most of the knowledge. In
these cases, there is no advantage of Continuous selection of Single selection.
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Figure 6: Percentage of reduction in number of paths searched using Continuous mode selection over Random mode
selection for Varying Knowledge Factors of Participant 1 (PI) and Participant 2 (P2).
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participant must have a great deal of knowledge about
the domain. The participant must know:

1. [7][, Vi for itself,

2. [7][, Vi of the other participant,

3. IM, I, Vi,
4. Ik=l, Vx where z ¯ PowerSet({1, 2,..., a}).
Clearly Item 1 is a reasonable assumption; the partici-
pant knows what it knows. Item 2 (or at least an approx-
imation of it) is the crucial component of the user model
presented here. In order to evaluate how well/quickly
a participant can find the correct path leading to the
solution of a goal is directly related to his knowledge
about the factors which guide the best-first search pro-
cess. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the user
model can supply information such as an estimate of how
many PhDs or how many experts in graphics at Duke the
other participant knows. However, Items 3 and 4 seem
to be unreasonable to ask of a user model. Item 3 says
that the participant must know how many total paths
satisfy some factor even the ones the participant
doesn’t even know about. Similarly Item 4 asks the
participant to know how many paths satisfy all a factors,
only a - 1 factors, and so on; again even the ones the
participant doesn’t know about.

Without Items 3 and 4, how can a participant de-
cide who should be in control? A heuristic formula has
proven to be extremely effective in deciding who should
be in control. The resulting behavior of the participants
using this formula is almost identical to their behavior if
they are supplied Items 3 and 4. For each participant, a
competence value is obtained by combining the IT/[’s of
that participant (here a = 3):

Competenee(Partieipantl) -- ITaIIT211T, I ITIlIT21 +

ITll]T31 + IT211T31 +
Irll + 17"21 + 17’31. (4)

This competence level was chosen as it was noted
that the values of 7] for each participant were the
dominant factors in the ideal method. Each time
the two participants must decide who is to be in
charge of directing the proof of a particular goal
they each evaluate Competence(Participantl) and
Competence(Participant2) and choose the participant
with the highest competence. The simulations for Sin-
gle selection and Continuous selection were carried out
twice: once giving the participants Items 3 and 4 and
using the ideal method; the second simulation made use
of Formula 4. The coefficient of determination between
Single selection using the ideal method and Single se-
lection using Competence was 0.999866. The coefficient
of determination between Continuous selection using the
ideal method and Continuous selection with Competence
was 0.999749. As can be seen by these values, the heuris-
tic performed extraordinarily well.

participant starts. Space limitations preclude the inclusion
of this material in this paper.

5 Related Work

This architecture of the cooperative discourse model is
reminiscent of research done in the area of distributed

~sroblem solvers [Durfee et al., 1988] [Hewitt, 1991]

mith and Davis, 1981]. However, there is one im-
portant feature which is unique to the discourse model:
Like the cooperative discourse model, distributed prob-
lem solvers have more than one agent capable of solving
goals. However, distributed problem solvers rely on a
central controller or mediator which parcels out tasks to
the various "experts", handles communication between
the experts, and mediates any conflicts between experts.
The model developed in this paper does not rely on a
central controller. The participants must decide among
themselves which agent will work on which task; must
communicate directly with each other; and must resolve
all conflicts without the use of an external mediator.

The model presented here is also similar to the model
of a Shared Plan [Grosz and Sidner, 1990]. In both mod-
els the underlying domain plan significantly shapes the
discourse and both models allow for both participants
to be active in plan formation. While the Shared Plan
model focuses on plan recognition issues, the cooperative
discourse model presented here focuses on issues related
to plan formation and task initiative.

This paper focuses on the use of variable initia-
tive to produce more efficient problem-solving dialogues.
Other researchers have shown how studying dialogue
initiative can assist in identifying discourse boundaries
[Walker and Whittaker, 1990] [Whittaker and Stenton,
1988]. Also the issue of plan recognition in a vari-
able initiative environment has been studied [Kitano
and Van Ess-Dykema, 1991]. Experimental evidence
from an implemented voice dialogue system with vari-
able initiative highlights the importance of initiative in
task-oriented human-computer interactions [Smith et al.,
1992]. Specifically, Smith observed that within a particu-
lar experimental environment, interactions with a human
user with the computer in a moderately passive mode
were about half as long as those interactions when the
computer was being more directive. However, this sys-
tem’s representation of mode involves discrete settings,
and a participant’s dialogue mode is fixed throughout
the dialogue.
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